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The German Wire Haired Pointer Club of America hosted its 2011 National events at Ionia MI on 

October 3 – 8, 2011.  The GWPCA combines all their performance and confirmation events to run at the 

same general location which assured a good mix of the breed’s enthusiasts were on hand.  The field 

events included the Open and Amateur Championships, a Puppy stake, a Derby stake, and a Futurity 

stake.  Two Hunt Tests were also held to showcase the German Wirehair.   

 

The star of the week was FC/AFC Overbaron’s Chix Dig Me MH (Digger), which won both the Open 

National Championship and the Amateur National Championship.  Digger, owned and handled by Tony 

McGraine, ran forward, well purposed races in both stakes.  He found game multiple times in each stake, 

displaying excellent manners on each find.  Judges for both stakes remarked on the quality of this fine 

animal. 

 
Digger 

 

Ionia Field Trial Area is one of the choice area hosting field trials in the country.  It’s mix of tree lines, 

open fields, and good objectives make it a challenging course that provides many good opportunities to 

show a dogs.  The local clubs do extensive mowing and other improvements to maintain the area.  Their 

efforts are to be complimented as the grounds looked better this year than this reporter has ever seen 

them.  Good work! 

 

Judges for these events were all well respected and well experienced in the ways of class bird dogs.  The 

Open Championship, the Futurity, and Puppy were judged by Jim Yates and Marc McKinley .  The 

Amateur Championship was judged by Mark Johnson and Diane Vader.  Mr.’s Johnson and Yates 

combined to judge the field futurity.  All the judges gave each dog the attention that stakes of this caliber 

deserve.   



Major sponsors for these events were Purina and Tri-Tronics.  Both of these companies produce top 

quality products that leading professional trainers and countless amateur trainers have relied on for years.  

Year after year dogs that have benefitted from the use of Pro Plan and Tri-Tronics remote trainers have 

risen to the top.  Their support of our sport, both monetarily and by providing reliable, proven products is 

well appreciated. 

 

A nice feature of the GWPC’s Nationals is the inclusion of a pair of Hunt Tests that showcases the 

breed’s hunting dogs.  The first Hunt Test was ran on Monday and the second on Tuesday.  These tests 

were very well run.  Test Chair Mark Sargent and Secretary Lori Sargent had assembled a first rate crew 

that had the tests running like clockwork.  24 dogs were started on Monday with 19 starters on Tuesday.  

The tests were run on the “orchard area” which provided a nice area to show the quality of these dogs.   

 

 
Kimmax Camus at Claddagh 

 

The field trial kicked off on Monday the with the Amateur Championship.  18 dogs were entered in the 

Amateur Championship.  Most dogs that ran were to find game multiple times, with a very high 

percentage of these finds were without fault.  Many fine performances were recorded, but the star of the 

show was FC/AFC Overbaron’s Chix Dig Me MH .  Second place was awarded to NFC/DC/AFC Tumola 

Joe owned and handled by John Williams.  Third place was FC Wingfields High Cotton, owned and 

handled by Ben Collier, the white ribbon went to Penny Ljungren’s who handled her young dog, CH Sure 

Shot’s Sonora Gone Heywire. 

 

 
Amateur winners. 

 

The Derby Classic provided a number of very good performances.  Brillow’s Big Wild Western (Wiley), 

handled by Jim West, was named the winner.  Wiley displayed a very nice, forward race and also 

displayed the manners of a adult dog on his three finds.  Uodbar’s Freebee was named second, also 

handled by Jim West and owned by John Rabiou.  Third was Cascade Mercury Rising, handled by Jeff 

Calkins .  Fourth was Dottie’s are Wild handled by Greg Dixon. 



 
Derby Classic winners. 

 

The Puppy stake was was small but competitive.  The winner was Whitetail’s Ice’s Lucky Lucy for 

handler Debby Darby.  Geaux All in Schnellberg was second for Sue DeGraw, who also handled Geaux 

Go For Broke to the third place ribbon.  Rounding out the placements wha Whitetail’s Ivy League with 

Debby Darby on the whistle. 

 

 
Puppy winners. 

 

The Field Furturity was the next stake on the slate.  The judges gave the blue ribbon to Uodibar’s Freebee, 

who had also impressed in the Open Derby.  Second place was Tumalo Heart for handler John Williams.  

Third place was awarded to the dog that had won the Derby, Brillow’s Big Wild Western.  The judges 

gave the white ribbon to a nicely marked young dog Tumalo Teddy who was also handled by John 

Williams.  This stake involves a call back to retrieve.  A number of good dogs that had impressed the 

judges in the field were unable to complete the retrieve.  This was a strong group of young dogs and the 

future is bright for these individuals. 

 



 
Field Futurity winners. 

 

The final stake to be rin was the Open National Championship.  As was mentioned earlier the winner was 

FC/AFC Overbaron’s Chix Dig Me MH.  Digger did a good job of hunting the course and was shown on 

game multiple times.  On each find he displayed the manners of a champion.  Second place was Brillow’s 

Big Wild Western, for handler Jim West.  Wiley was still a derby age dog but displays the mannerisms, 

both on the ground and on game of a much more experienced dog.  Third place was awarded to 

Backwood’s Drama Queen, expertly handled by Greg Dixon.  Callie as she is called put down a nice gun 

dog race that took her to the likely cover while she maintained good contact with her handler.  She also 

was shown on game multiple times and her style and manners were of championship quality.  Rounding 

out this fine group of dogs was Sure Shot’s Pretty Please, handled by Jim West.  This is a very nice young 

dog that showed power and a good hunting effort. 

 

 
Open Championship winners. 
 

   

 

    


